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One of the main challenges is to precisely position
the first molecular building blocks in the first layer of
thin films in order to tune their hetero-epitaxial proper-
ties, or else to adjust the substrates for further steps of
growth. A fine balance of weak lateral molecule-molecule
interactions and stronger molecule-substrate interactions
governs their thermodynamic properties, nucleation and
growth mechanisms. Especially with multi-components
monolayers since their physical properties are composi-
tion dependent. To simulate the self-assembly of large
flat-molecules (i.e.more than 50 atoms/molecule), the
computational effort required increases rapidly with the
number of molecules, and drastically when their number
of atoms is consequent. Hence, to model the adsorption
of several hundreds to thousands of molecules (meaning
systems of 105 atoms) with a statistical mechanics ap-
proach, the internal degrees of freedom of the molecules
and the substrates were frozen. It allows us performing
full Grand Canonical Monte-Carlo calculations by imple-
menting the grid interpolation technique1. We describe
the system using empirical model, which provides trans-
ferability to many organic molecules2 and metal surfaces3
and the approach keeps the same precision than atom-
istic simulations.

We will first discuss study cases: the adsorption of Metal-
Phthalocyanines-Halogenated (ZnPcCl8 and CuPcF16)
on dense metal-transition surfaces (respectively Ag and
Au). In the following figure, we show the typical
self-assembled square phases of ZnPcCl8 adsorbed on
Ag111, with a lattice spacing about 15.3 Å. The colors
are scaled within the molecule-molecule (MOL-MOL)
and molecule-substrate (MOL-SURF) potential energies.
The closest matching supercell of the silver along the
dense directions of the surface is about 14.5 by 15 Å. We
observe directly the point-line hetero-epitaxial structure
forming blue lines along the [110] direction of the surface
every two rows of molecule, in agreement with already
detailed experimental and DFT calculation4. We ana-
lyze the energetic balance related of the cluster size and
orientations within their respective orientations with the
substrate.

To demonstrate the transferability of the approach we
will provide some other examples on Di-indenoperylene

(DIP) on Au and Cu, and the consequences of edges on
the metal surface on the resulting structures. Finally, we
will discuss their bi-molecular stability.

Figura 1. The different snapshots are illustrating a) the
typical self-assembled square phases of ZnPcCl8 adsorbed on
Ag111, and b) the chemical potential and c) temperature ef-
fects on the cluster size distribution and orientations.
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